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geometric accuracy of synchronized Gantry/Ring rotations 
during Dynamic Wave Arc deliveries, a new feature 
developed for the O-ring design. 
Materials and Methods: The Dynamic Wave Arc (DWA) 
combines simultaneously Gantry/Ring (G/R) rotations, 
offering additional range of treatment orientations without 
involving patient/couch motion. Different non-coplanar wave 
trajectories were generated in order to investigate the 
influence of path complexity on delivery accuracy. A cubic 
phantom with five ball-bearing was used to determine the 
G/R positional information from fluoroscopic images acquired 
during DWA delivery. The detected angular positions 
(DetPositions) were benchmarked against the G/R angulations 
retrieved from the DICOM RT plan (CP), and the command log 
files specified by the treatment unit before delivery 
(LogCmd). The G/R rotational accuracy was quantified as the 
mean absolute deviation +/- standard deviation. The G/R 
maxim deviation was calculated as the maxim 3D distance 
between the CP and the closest DetPositions. 
 
 
 
Results: In the CP vs. DetPositions comparison, a G/R overall 
mean deviation of 0.13°/0.16° ± 0.16°/0.16° was obtained 
with a G/R maxim of 0.6°/0.2°. For the LogCmd vs. 
DetPoints evaluation, the overall mean deviation was 
0.07°/0.14° ± 0.09°/0.10° with a G/R maxim of 0.4°/0.4°. 
The largest decoupled deviations registered for Gantry and 
Ring were 0.6° and 0.5° respectively. No directional 
dependence was observed between clockwise and counter 
clockwise rotations. Doubling the dose resulted in a double 
number of detected points around each CP, and an angular 
deviation reduction in all cases. 
Conclusions: The methodology described in this work can 
provide a simple and efficient pre-treatment verification for 
Vero acceptance testing or clinical Quality Assurance 
procedures, independent of future developments in dose 
optimization or trajectory optimization. The geometric 
verification approach was successfully applied on diverse 
wave paths and showed that the Vero system is capable of 
following complex trajectories with G/R accuracy below 
0.6°±0.1°.  
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Purpose/Objective: Modern fan beam CT scanners modulate 
imaging dose to account for differences in patient size. In 
contrast, most radiotherapy gantry based CBCT based 
systems offer fixed exposure imaging protocols. Dose 
modulation is not performed, which can result in poor quality 
images for larger patients, and smaller patients receiving a 
larger dose than necessary. 
In the absence of dose modulation a solution would be to set 
up separate imaging protocols for patients of different sizes. 
We used Monte Carlo simulations to study the variation in 
CBCT dose with patient size. AAPM TG 204 [1] investigated 
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this for conventional CT scanners and results illustrated the 
fall in dose with patient size increase for constant scanner 
output. The CBCT system geometry differs significantly from 
conventional CT scanners. E.g. imaging beams are divergent 
in the longitudinal direction; beams are offset when using 
medium/large FOV, not exposing the entire patient in every 
projection; and partial rotation imaging protocols are used. 
Therefore it is of interest to test if the relationship between 
phantom size and dose matches that of fan beam CT. 
Materials and Methods: An Elekta XVI CBCT system has been 
simulated using GATE, the Geant4 Application for 
Tomographic Emission. Validation measurements in water, of 
the CBCT beam profile and percentage depth dose, and dose 
measurements in cylindrical CTDI phantoms all show good 
agreement with simulated equivalents. 
CTDI phantoms with diameters ranging from 12 to 48cm were 
simulated and used to calculate weighted cone beam dose 
indices (CBDIw) [2]. Small and medium FOV collimators were 
used in the simulations, with 120kV x-ray beam and bow-tie 
filter. 
Results: CBCT imaging dose falls with increasing patient size 
(Fig. 1). Results were comparable to those presented in [1], 
with fall in dose with size being slightly steeper than the 
average reported for fan beam CT at 120kV.  
CBDIw uses 1/3 central + 2/3 peripheral dose to estimate 
average dose within the FOV. The CBCT simulation has 
been used to test this approximation for CBCT. Average dose 
received by corresponding voxels of the phantoms is within 
2% of the CBDIw values for phantoms up to 32cm in diameter. 
 
 
 
Conclusions: Monte Carlo simulations showed that CBCT 
imaging dose falls with patient size, in line with expectations 
from fan beam CT. These results can be used to predict doses 
and define optimised imaging protocols for large and small 
patients. 
[1] https://www.aapm.org/pubs/reports/RPT_204.pdf 
[2] http://dx.doi.org/10.1259/bjr/80446730 
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Purpose/Objective: The radiography technology has evolved 
from common screen-film machinery to photostimulated 
luminescence (computerized radiography), charge coupled 
devices (CCD), photoconduction or recently flat panel 
detectors. One common trade-off is the balance between 
radiation vs. diagnosis, minimizing the irradiation dose 
without impairing image contrast and therefore pathology 
detection rates. However the calibration of these equipment 
is tedious and sophisticated. Nowadays medical phantoms 
such as CDRAD(c) have become an standard. However the 
visual evaluation of phantom images is again a tedious task 
and not always precise due to technical conditions and 
observer conditions. Besides the CDRAD Analyzer, in this 
study we want to carry out an evaluation of 10 general 
purpose image quality metrics.  
Materials and Methods: CDRAD phantoms (see Fig. 1) are 
made of an acrylic 8 mm thick in which circular flat-topped 
holes are drilled progressively in a square region of about 
15×15mm2. 66 CDRAD images have been acquired with 
increasing Entrance Surface Dose (ESD) from 1 to 15 mGy. 
Objective image quality metrics intend to capture fidelity 
between a dis- torted image and a reference image. Some 
purely mathematical full-reference metrics were tested 
together with other metrics more complex in terms of 
computer vision like Mean Structural Similarity Measure, 
Visual Signal-to-Noise ration, Information Fidelity Criterion, 
Visual Information Fidelity or Singular Value Decomposition 
and Visual Difference Predictor.  
The psychophysical experiments followed the procedure 
Single Stimulus Continuous Quality Evaluation (SSCQE) in ITU-
R BT.500-11, without exceeding time. The number of 
qualified observers were 10.  
 
 
 
Results: The Cross-Correlation (CC) and Mean Root Square 
Error (RMSE) of Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) are presented in 
Table. 1. The CDRAD Analyzer by Artinis makes use of a priori 
knowledge and although it is not general purpose, that 
